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The 2013 Building Energy Efficiency Standards for Low-Rise Residential Buildings allow
users to demonstrate compliance via two methods: performance or prescriptive. Prescriptive
documentation requires analysis to be conducted by-hand while performance compliance
utilizes computer modeling software to analyze trade-offs, and demonstrate compliance
through alternative building design parameters. Typically computer demonstrated compliance
via the performance method is the most popular choice because it allows for complex buildings
to be analyzed using their actual metrics which results in a more accurate report of proposed
energy consumption (Ross, 2016). This method however requires additional software outside
of the tools that architects and designers are already utilizing to create their working designs
and construction documents. The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of both
compliance methods and the three approved software packages and then compare and contrast
one of the most popular BIM software package, Autodesk Revit, with the documentation
required to demonstrate compliance with the Building Energy Efficiency standard to access
whether the two could be integrated in future to create one platform for design, analytics and
documentation.
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Introduction
General Problem
Every Residential project in the State of California requires energy analysis documentation, also known as, Title 24,
to complete the submittal package of construction documents required to be issued a permit. Title 24, Part 6 is
formally known as the Building Energy Efficiency Standards. These governing rules are designed to ensure that new
and existing buildings are designed to achieve minimum requirements for energy efficiency and preserve indoor and
outdoor environmental quality and have specific requirements for each of the climate zones within the state
(Building Energy Efficency Standards Frequently Asked Questions, 2012). When putting together the plan check
submittal package, the Title 24 documentation that the plan checker will look for are the calculations that
demonstrated the proposed building is in compliance with the State’s requirements. These calculations are created in
one of two ways: either by hand by completing the Prescriptive Certificate of Compliance or by creating an analytic
energy model with an approved software program that generates a Performance Certificate of Compliance.
The problem that arises from the mandated energy analysis documentation is the additional time and resources that
are needed to translate data from popular plan making software, like AutoCad or Revit, to the narrow scope of
programs that are certified to analysis data and produce State compliance forms. If the prescriptive method is used
the designer ends up having to recreate work either by hand to calculate opening areas, wall, roof and floor square
footages and space conditioning data; and if the performance method is used the designer ends up creating an
entirely new “energy analytical model” separate from the BIM software that may have been used to create the
construction documents.
The lack of an interface been popular BIM modeling software and the software required to create Title 24
documentation is a major insufficiency in the design process but furthermore, the rework needed has the possibility
of generating major inconsistencies between the analytical results reported to the state and actual field results.

This paper will explore the possibility of integrating Title 24 analysis within a widely used BIM platform to reduce
the time and number of players need to complete the documentation and better aid the iterative design process in
achieving the maximize energy efficiency rather than mere compliance with State compliance.

Objective
The objective of this compare and contrast study is to:





Explain the purpose of the Building Energy Efficiency Standards and describe the two means of
compliance
Explain the three software programs certified for performance based compliance
Explain the energy analysis capabilities embedded in Autodesk Revit
Compare and contrast the usefulness and applicability of a Revit model when filling out the CF-1R

California Building Code Title 24
The 2013 Building Energy Efficiency Standards became effective for new construction on July 1, 2014. These
standards apply to low-rise residential, single-family dwellings (R-3 occupancy group) as well as multi-family
buildings (R-1 or R-2) that are three stories or less (Ross, 2016). Commonly referred to as “Title 24” these energy
efficiency standards are what govern much of the architectural program when developing the building envelope,
establishing how the space will be conditioned, and designing the electrical system and lighting requirements.
Regardless of the approach taken to comply with Title 24, there are a number of mandatory measures that are
required to be installed and these standards dictate minimum ceiling heights, minimum wall, ceiling and floor
insulations and minimum HVAC equipment efficiencies. A summary of the 2013 Low Rise Residential Mandatory
Measures is provided in Appendix A (2013 Low-Rise Residential Mandatory Measures Summary, 2013).

Compliance Methods
The 2013 Building Energy Efficiency Standards provide detailed reporting requirements that are designed to provide
the design, construction and enforcement parties with the required information for the entire building process and
ensure that the features are properly installed. Ultimately complying with the Building Energy Efficiency Standards
requires the involvement of numerous parties including: the architect/ designer, energy consultant, developer,
general contractor, subcontractors and inspectors which means it’s critical that each of these parties understand what
is required during each stage of the project.
There are two methods that produce the required documentation to demonstrate compliance: Prescriptive Method
and Performance Method. The basis for compliance with these standards is to demonstrate that the building meets
two broad criteria: first, the predicted annual energy consumption for the residence will not exceed the designated
energy budget for water heating, heating and cooling and second, all building mandatory measures will be installed.
(Commission, 2013 Residential Compliance Manual, 2014).

Prescriptive Compliance
The prescriptive method is deemed the simplest, but least flexible approach for complying with the Title 24
requirements. Specifically, this approach requires that each individual component installed in the building must meet
a prescribed minimum energy requirement as indicated in the Residential Compliance Manual (Ross, 2016). A few
examples of these requirements are: all windows installed in a residence utilizing prescriptive based compliance
must be high performance with a U-Factor of 0.32 and a SHGC of 0.25, duct insulation is required to be R-6 in
climate zones 6-8 and a whole house fan must be installed in climate zones 8-14. This method is useful for standard
construction practices however, for the purpose of this paper the focus will be on the performance compliance
method.

Performance Compliance
Performance based compliance is different from prescriptive based compliance in that the user models their
proposed design utilizing an approved software program to simulate compliance against the established State of
California baseline. Computer modeling gives flexibility to designers who are looking to analyze trade-offs in
building orientation, building materials, location and number of fenestration areas, the use of overhangs to block
solar heat gain, etc. and allows them to reach alternative solutions if the original design is not in compliance, or if
overall energy efficiency is able to be increased with design modification.
Currently, there are three software programs that have been approved by the California Energy Commission to
demonstrate compliance, these include; CBECC-Res, Energy-Pro and Right-Energy Title 24 (Comission, 2016).
Each of these programs follow the rules set-forth in the Residential Alternative Calculation Methods (ACM)
Reference Manual. This manual is a guide for users seeking to use the performance compliance method and gives a
detailed explanation of the prerequisites that must be known from the proposed deign prior to modeling, how to
establish an energy budget for the project and how to create the Compliance (CF1R) that is reported to the State
(Commission, Residential Alternative Calculation Method, 2013).

Required Documentation
Every inhabitable residential project within the State of California is required to submit Title 24 documentation
during the permitting process. The paperwork differs slightly depending on which method is used to demonstrate
compliance, but what results from both is a Certificate of Compliance, or what is commonly referred to as the CF1R. See Appendix B for an example of the Prescriptive Certificate of Compliance and Appendix C for an example
of the Performance Certificate of Compliance that was created using Energy Pro. In addition to the CF-1R a MF-1R
is required for the submittal, which lists the Mandatory Measures Summary that the contractor is required to adhere
to.

Title 24 Residential Performance Based Compliance Software
CBECC-Res
The CBEC-Res 2013 Software program is a free computer program developed by the California Energy
Commission that is used for complying with the California Residential Building Energy Efficiency Standards
(CBECC, 2016). CBEC, or, California Building Energy Code Compliance is public domain software that can be
used by designers, architects or any other user requiring Title 24 documents. CBECC-Res was approved on
September 11, 2013 for the 2013 Building Energy Efficiency Standards and utilizes a software known as “the
compliance manager” to simulate performance and determine compliance via a rule implementation function that
compares the modeled features input by the user against the code specified by the Energy Commission. CBECC-Res
can model typical new construction as well as addition/ alterations, however the only document produced by the
software is a Certificate of Compliance (CF1R) (Ross, 2016). CBECC does not allow the user to model space
conditioning equipment or produce the load calculations within its simulation, it is expected that the mechanical
contractor will include this information when preparing their construction documents. The input parameters for the
simulation model are shown in Figure 1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Building address, climate zone, front orientation, and availability of natural gas
Conditioned floor area and average ceiling height
Attic/roof details, roof pitch, roofing material, solar reflectance and emittance
Ceilings below attic and vaulted ceiling R-values
Wall areas, orientation, and construction details
Door areas and orientation
Slab or raised floor area and construction details
Window and skylight areas, orientation, U-factor, Solar Heat Gain Coefficient
Building overhang and side fin shading
Mechanical heating and cooling equipment type and efficiency
Distribution system location and construction details

12.
13.

Method for providing mechanical ventilation
Domestic water heating system details, including type of water heating equipment, fuel type, efficiency,
distribution system details.

Figure 1: Basic Input for CBECC-Res
Analysis Outputs
CBEC-Res analysis the analytical model by simulating the performance of the components input by the user against
the 2013 prescriptive standards and establishes an energy budget for compliance. Following the analysis a PDF of
the CF-1R is generated with the results that indicate whether or not the modeled building is in compliance (CBECC,
2016). Figure 2 provides a view of the dashboard of CBECC-Res and the analytical energy model.

Figure 2: CBECC-Res Dashboard Example

EnergyPro
Energy Pro is one of the most powerful software tools on the market and the most widely used to produced Title 24
documentation for both Residential and Non-Residential Compliance. The California Energy Commission approved
the first release of EnergyPro in 2010 with their release of EnergyPro V5.0 and since code and software updates
have resulted in the current software, EnergyPro V7.0.
Analysis Outputs
EnergyPro offers modeling capabilities and analysis modules for a wider range of applications that CBECC-Res and
unlike the state provided software this software is far from free. There is a onetime mandatory interface purchase of
$200 and then a module fee for each of the simulation types that the designer wishes to use. The following are the
energy analysis module types available through EnergyPro and their associated fees.
The Residential Title 24 Prescriptive (RM0) has a price of $250 and allows the user to demonstrate compliance with
the Building Energy Efficiency Standards for additions and alterations using the prescriptive method which typically
does not require the CF1R to be registered or require HERS testing.
The Residential Title 24 Performance (RM1) has a price of $300 and allows the user to demonstrate compliance
with the Title 24 standards but this module performs an hourly simulation of the building’s modeled components to
determine the energy usage and compliance in accordance the California Energy Commission requirements.
There are several other energy analysis modules provided by EnergyPro that are less relevant for the purpose of this
paper but should be noted to demonstrate the breadth of the software. These additional analysis modules include the
Residential GreenPoint Rated (RM3) which was developed in a partnership with Build-It-Green and is used to
calculate the energy point score for the GreenPoint Rated scoring system rather than Title 24 and produces the GPR1 certificate of compliance demonstrating compliance with that system. The Residential Performance (RM4) is used
when there are no code or compliance baselines, and finally the Residential CalRatePro (RM5) that is used to
perform the home energy rating calculation for the CalCERETS Whole House Home Energy Rating and Energy
Efficient Mortgage programs (Residential Modules, 2015). Figure 3 below provides a view of EnergyPro’s
Dashboard and basic input information.

Figure 3: Basic Input for EnergyPro

Right-Energy Title 24
The third of the three software programs approved by the California Energy Commission is Right-Energy Title 24.
This software provides an alternative calculation method for residential performance compliance in a fully
integrated software package for residential and commercial HVAC Design for Title 24 compliance. This software is
the only design suite for HVAC solutions that produces the Title 24 Manual J Load calculations, Manual D Duct
design and Manual S equipment selection required by mechanical contractors to demonstrate code compliance. The
intent of the software packages produced by Right-Energy are mainly to aid HVAC designers for non-residential
projects. A typical residential project will not require a Manual J, D or S to issue a permit and these calculations
should really be done by the mechanical subcontractor not the architect or designer (Wrightsoft, 2016).

Autodesk Energy Analysis Capabilities
Autodesk Green Building Studio
One of the software packages that Autodesk provides for users is Green Building Studio. The purpose of this cloudbased energy analysis software is to enable architects and designers to simulate the whole-building energy
consumption early in the design with the goal of helping them optimize the building’s energy consumption and
ultimately work toward a carbon-neutral design. The features embedded within the platform include: whole-building
energy analysis, detailed weather data, Energy Star and LEED support, carbon emissions reporting, daylighting,
water usage and cots, and natural ventilation potential. The whole-building energy analysis allows for all of the
energy-using systems within the building to be input which then creates a report with energy cost projections to
enable project teams to make informed financial decisions. The Energy Star and LEED support allows the users to
see how their energy efficiency projection compare to other projects and then estimates the number of LEED points
that the project is likely to obtain and it’s relative ENERGYSTAR score. The carbon analysis feature allows for
nearly all the carbon emission reporting necessary for LEED documentation and similarly, the daylighting feature
calculate the information necessary to qualify for the LEED daylighting credit (Autodesk, Inc., 2016).

Energy Analysis Software for Autodesk Revit
Autodesk Revit has several features specific to energy analysis, known as Building Performance Analysis (BPA)
tools. Most of these tools have been rolled out within the last two releases of Revit 2015 and 2016 and are making
the process of obtaining LEED certification more streamline. Every user operating Revit 2016 has the opportunity to
run an energy simulation without an add-in or the purchase of additional software, this feature is built into the Revit
subscription and an operational license and will provide complete access to the energy analysis tools (Stine, 2015).
The process of generating an Energy Analysis Report through Revit is very simple, all of the data associated with
the components of the building is already embedded within the model and the simulation take the data from the
model to run an hourly simulation of energy use. Once the model is created in Revit the user can define additional
criteria using the Energy Settings button. This generates a list of criteria that can be edited as shown below in Figure
4 once selecting it from the Revit ribbon. The next step is to run the energy simulation, this again is found on the
Ribbon and once selected will generate a full Energy Analysis Report.

Figure 4. Revit Energy Analysis Ribbon
Energy Simulation Results: Energy Analysis Report
Revit takes less than five minutes to generate an Energy Analysis Report that averages around seven pages and the
results are broken up into sixteen categories based off the Building Performance Factors and the data associated with
the components drawn in the model. These categories include: Energy Use Intensity, Life Cycle Energy Use/ Cost,
Renewable Energy Potential, Annual Carbon Emissions, Annual Energy Use/Cost, Energy Use by Fuel, Electricity,

Monthly Heating Load, Monthly Cooling Load, Monthly Fuel Consumption, Monthly Electricity Consumption,
Monthly Peak Demand, Annual Wind Rose, Annual Temperature Bins, Diurnal Weather Averages and Humidity.
The building energy summary and example monthly heating and cooling loads are shown in Figure 5 below. The
full report can be referenced in Appendix D.

Figure 5: Revit Energy Analysis Ribbon
Completing the CF1-R with Revit Energy Analysis Tools
The objective of comparing and contrasting the Title 24 compliance software packages with Autodesk Revit is to
determine whether Revit is a suitable platform to integrate further energy efficiency analysis tools like those seen in
CBECC-Res or EnergyPro to eventually become an approved compliance method for Title 24.
The first thing to consider is the type of information that a Revit model provides in comparison to what the CF-1R
requires to show compliance. By modeling any project in Revit the user is constructing a 3d representation of what
will actually be constructed which includes actual material selection with accurate embedded attributes for the
foundations, floors, walls, doors, glazing, ceilings, roofs and structural systems. The remainder of this paper will
describe the inputs that are identical in both the compliance software and Revit, the inputs that Revit has built in that
would actually save the user time from having to calculate by hand or re-model, and the features in the compliance
software that Revit lacks.

Energy Platform Comparison with Revit Results
After comparing Revit’s capabilities to the data needed to complete the CF-1R it was found that Revit either met or
far exceeded nearly every one of the criteria categories. (Refer to Appendix E for full criteria comparison.) The first
page of the CF-1R is a summary of general project information that included data for: the project location, climate
zone, building type, building orientation, number of dwelling units, slab area and fuel type. In this section Revit
provides data for all of the required categories except for the climate zone. Revit has geographical data built into the
model, however, the climate zone referred to here is one of the sixteen designated climate zones as specified by the

California Energy Commission (Commission, Building Climate Zones, 2015). Every project can locate which
climate zone it falls in simply by inputting the zip code into the California Energy Commission’s zip code search
engine, and Revit could easily include this data into its interface. Revit exceeds expectations in overall project
information by providing user input options for: the percentage of glazing that will be shaded, the building operating
schedule, outdoor air information, lighting and power load density, occupancy schedule, lighting schedules and
sensible heat gain per person.
The following pages in the CF-1R are for component specific data; the sections include: Fenestration, walls, slabs,
roofing, space conditions systems, ventilation requirements for specific climate zones, water heating systems and
inspection requirements. Again Revit met or exceed nearly all the criteria requested for Title 24. Embedded in each
of the components modeled in Revit are the actual dimensions, thermal resistance values, heat transfer coefficients,
visual light transmittance, solar heat gain coefficients and fire rating. These are the values that Title 24 needs for
fenestration, walls, slabs and roofing. In the roofing section Revit provides all the request data expect the aged solar
reflectance, this information is material specific and would have to be added to the material data in Revit.
For the space conditioning systems Revit does an excellent job of providing a wide selection of mechanical
equipment with relevant system data. Users can model: air conditioners, air handling units, air terminals, coils, fans,
blowers, heat distribution devices, heat pumps, terminal units, boilers, chillers, cooling towers, tanks, water filters
and water heaters. Each of these systems allow the appropriate system distribution components to be modeled as
well and duct systems and plumbing lines can be analyzed for pressure loss and loading. The biggest area that Revit
falls short on is the specific requirements for ventilation in Climate Zones 8-14, Revit does not have the embedded
logic to create a warning if the model does not met the code requirements for required airflow rate and minimum
attic ventilation area.
As a whole, Revit provides designers with all of the components and metrics necessary to complete a model to be
used for construction documents and be used to analysis structural strength and energy efficiency. The program is
not far from having all of the parameters that Title 24 requests, however, the program would have to be adjusted to
generate the reports that the State requires.

Conclusion
At this time a separate energy design consultant is hired to complete the Title 24 documentation and is brought on
anywhere from preliminary design to final construction documents and completely re-creates a model in a program
that was not designed to handle the amount of detail the BIM allows. This inefficiency not only extends the design
schedule, but leaves a project open to discrepancies between contract documents, a lesser detailed and possibly
inaccurate model and a lack of responsibility in design to pursue maximum energy efficiency. Overall Revit is one
of the most technically complex and powerful design tools a designer can use. Not only does it generate a 3d model
of what we once had to visualize in two dimensions, but every components that is added has embedded attributes
that can be analyzed for a variety of purposes. Currently Autodesk has rolled out Green Build Studio for the
purposes of LEED and has integrated building energy analysis tools within the software to provide insight on
building performance. Concurrently, the State of California has approved three platforms that can be utilized
separately to model a project to produce Title 24 documentation. What the building industry lacks at this time, is a
single tool that allows designers to complete the entire set of submittal documentation in one, cohesive and
extremely detailed model. Revit provides a means for architectural plans, structural plans and MEP plans to be
generated for construction and has scratched the surface of energy documentation. So why not embed code
compliance features into this extremely powerful tool?
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